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5.0  EXPLANATORY NOTES ON SITE 
ASSESSMENT REPORTS 

5.1 The sensitivity and capacity of each site is set out on the following 
pages. It is important to note that each site’s assessment is carried 
out within the context of the Local Landscape Character Area [LLCA] 
it lies within. It is therefore recommended that the relevant LLCA 
assessment is also considered as context. Below, an explanation of 
the purpose of each section of the site assessment is set out. The 
definition of specific terms can be found in the Glossary in Appendix 
1. The individual site assessments are in alphabetical settlement 
order.  

 Summary 

5.2 This section summarises the key characteristics of the area covering 
its landform, land use, vegetation cover, character and key 
designations. The overall landscape sensitivity and the capacity of 
the LLCA for housing uses are then rated and justified. 

 LLCA context 

5.3 The LLCA number is noted with its associated sensitivity and capacity 
evaluation. This information acts as a context for the site 
assessment. The relationship of the site with the LLCA is defined. 
Often the sensitivity and capacity of both LLCA and site will be the 
same as the key characteristics of each area are shared. However, 
there may be particular characteristics of the site which means it is 
atypical of the wider LLCA and, in this case, the sensitivity and 
capacity evaluations may be different. 

 LANDMAP context 

5.4 The aspect areas of the five LANDMAP aspects are listed. Sometimes 
the site coincides with more than one aspect area. The values of 
each area are noted. The assessed aspects recently quality assured to 
the 2003 LANDMAP method are for geological landscapes, landscape 
habitats, visual and sensory and cultural landscapes. The historical 
aspect is to the approved 2001 LANDMAP method. A visual and 
sensory sensitivity evaluation is also included. This was derived in a 
study specific to Monmouthshire based on the 2001 Visual and 
Sensory aspect areas and associated data and is separate from the 
Visual and Sensory assessment carried out to CCW 2003 quality 
assured standards. The combined character area number is noted. 
These character areas were derived from the 2001 LANDMAP aspect 
area assessments. This data overall acts as a context for the LLCA 
and site assessments. 

 Designations 

5.5 Landscape, nature conservation and historic conservation 
designations are listed in this section and comments made as to the 
specific features. Designations can indicate that a site is sensitive. 

 Other 

5.6 Other potential constraints on the site are listed which may 
contribute to sensitivity eg floodplain, presence of national walking 
or cycling trail or country park.  

Use of dashes or blank spaces 

5.7 A dash is used where: 

 No comments are thought appropriate to an area 

 An attribute [such a key views, landmarks or mutual reliance of 
areas] is not considered to apply to an area 
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5.8 A blank space is used where a designation or factor does not apply in 
that area. 

 



Summary

Key characteristics Part of a steeply sloping hillside rising up from Abergavenny to the 
Sugar Loaf complex of hills.
Pastures with low-cut hedgerows bounded by a lane to the west and 
housing to the south and school to the east.
The settlement edge is relatively new and slightly prominent to the 
east.
The site forms part of the hillside setting to the town to the north west 
and is visible from the National Park to the east such as from Ysgyryd 
Fawr and from the west.
The area is adjacent to the National Park to the west.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is sensitive due to its high visibility on the steep hillsides to the north west of the 
town, its proximity to the National Park and its open unspoilt character.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing due to its exposed and sensitive location next to the 
National Park.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A06

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Part of the upper sloping hillside.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL015Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH098 MNMTHLH077Number

Moderate LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS051Number

ModerateValue

Medium/averageSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL033Number

Historical landscapes
H33Number

100% highValue

Site CS/0004 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

adjacent to National Park

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA55Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Part of a steeply sloping hillside rising up from Abergavenny to the 
Sugar Loaf complex of hills.
Pastures with low-cut hedgerows bounded by a lane to the west and 
housing to the south and school to the east.
The settlement edge is relatively new and slightly prominent to the 
east.
The site forms part of the hillside setting to the town to the north west 
and is visible from the National Park to the east such as from Ysgyryd 
Fawr and from the west.
The area is adjacent to the National Park to the west.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is sensitive due to its high visibility on the steep hillsides to the north west of the 
town, its proximity to the National Park and its open unspoilt character. Though the land falls 
to the south west and becomes less widely visible it still forms part of the rural hillside of 
open character.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing due to its exposed and sensitive location next to the 
National Park.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A06

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Part of the upper sloping hillside.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL015Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH077 MNMTHLH098Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS051Number

ModerateValue

Medium/averageSensitivity

Historical landscapes
H33Number

100% highValue

Site CS/0047 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

adjacent to the National Park

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL033Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA55Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Gently sloping site with 20C Ambulance Station buildings, hardstanding 
at the front, parking to the rear, grass and mature deciduous trees.
The site fronts Union Road West with dwellings located opposite and 
hospital and depot buildings behind.

Landscape sensitivity Medium/low

The site has medium/low sensitivity as it is in a built up area with buildings on site.  It is 
sensitivity lies in the mature trees which help to ameliorate the street scene and help screen 
the buildings behind the site.

Housing capacity High/medium

The site has high/medium capacity for housing providing this retains the trees worthy of 
retention and the development contributes positively to the street scene.

LLCA Context

LLCA number

LLCA sensitivity

LLCA capacity

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Lies within Abergavenny so no LLCA assessment undertaken for 
urban area.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL070Number

LowValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH077Number

LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS072Number

ModerateValue

Medium/averageSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL032Number

HighValue

Historical landscapes
H31Number

100% moderateValue

Site CS/0082 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Combined Character Area
CAA63Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes
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Summary

Key characteristics Gently sloping valley sides.
A mix of small to medium rectilinear pastoral fields bounded by 
settlement to the south.
Trees are associated with some outgrowing hedges and with Ty Gwyn 
Hall which has a strong mixed tree belt and St Teilo House. 
Generally enclosed but the area is open to the west and forms the local 
skyline to the Gavenny valley to the east.
The settlement edge is generally bland and linear estate housing with 
pylons and power lines close to the edge.
Views are possible across the area to and from the Black Mountains.
The area lies just south of the National Park.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The sensitivity of the area is medium because it forms part of open sloping countryside of 
rural character between the Black Mountains and Ysgyryd Fawr, an important outlying hill.  
This site is more enclosed than the area to the north and west and it therefore contributes 
slightly less to the setting of these elements within the Brecon Beacons National Park. The 
setting of St Teilo House is a consideration.  The settlement edge is unsightly and could be 
improved.

Housing capacity Medium

The capacity to housing is medium due to the partial role of the area as setting for the Black 
Mountains and Ysgyryd Fawr. The settlement edge is a local detractor and there may be 
potential for development providing this stops at a strong treed boundary and does not 
intrude on the skyline of the valley to the east or rise up the slopes to the west. Green space 
and strong structural tree planting would be needed on this eastern boundary and in 
particular on the north eastern corner to avoid suburbanisation of this rural area and affecting 
the setting of the church at Llantilio Pertholey and St Teilo House.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A05

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

The site is separated from the majority of the LLCA by strong 
tree cover along the boundary of Ty Gwyn Hall and St Teilo 
House. It lies on the lower hill slopes compared to the steeper 
hillside to the west.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL015Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH098Number

ModerateValue

Site CS/0099 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

National Park directly to the north

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

listed building at St Teilo House to the north east

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS051 MNMTHVS072Number

Moderate ModerateValue

Medium/average Medium/averageSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL029 MNMTHCL032Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA55 CAA63Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H33 H31Number

98% high 2% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Maindiff Court Hospital appears as a series of scattered buildings within 
a very strong wooded parkland setting dominated by mature conifers 
with some deciduous trees.
It lies within a gently sloping valley side on the lower slopes of the 
Ysgyryd Fawr and Ysgyryd Fach.
Its surroundings are primarily agricultural and fairly open with arable 
rectilinear fields with a low cut hedges and fences and few trees.
Other settlement comprises of scattered rural farmhouses and dwellings.
Views are possible across the area towards the Ysgyrd Fawr.
The hospital lies within an SLA with the National Park to the north.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The sensitivity of the hospital grounds is high/medium because it is separated from 
Abergavenny by the A465 and railway line and lies within open countryside of rural character 
rising towards the Ysgyryd Fawr and Ysgyryd Fach, for which it acts as part of the setting. The 
strong coniferous and deciduous tree cover effectively screens the majority of buildings from 
the rest of the area and need retention. They give a parkland character to the hospital.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The capacity for housing is medium/low as the parkland character with numerous trees would 
need to be retained. This would only allow  limited development on the footprint of existing 
buildings not generally visible to the countryside around.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A02

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Maindiff Court Hospital and grounds form an area of distinct 
character from the rest of the rural land uses around it in Area 
A2.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL042Number

HighValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH098Number

ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS051Number

ModerateValue

Medium/averageSensitivity

Site CS/0106 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA close to National Park to the north

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Listed buildings at Maindiff Farm to the south west

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL029 MNMTHCL032Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA55Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H33 H40Number

5% high 95% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Gently sloping hospital site on the edge of the River Usk valley floor 
with more than half of the area in floodplain.
Bounded by settlement of residential and commercial uses on the 
eastern side and an attractive open corridor of green space and 
residential settlement to the north. 
The area consists of large building blocks with a large chimney, visible 
from a distance, smaller outbuildings and parking set within a parkland 
area of mown grass, a pond and trees.
Nevill Hall conference centre and lodge are listed.
Mature trees lie along the south and western boundaries mitigating the 
effect of the buildings along with the other site trees.
Views are possible to the hospital from the valley floor and river side 
walks as well as from the A465[T] and more distant views, with the 
chimney the most noticeable feature.
The National Park brushes the south western corner of the site and runs 
further west.
LANDMAP value is x for visual and sensory and low for landscape 
habitats.

Landscape sensitivity Medium/low

The area has some sensitivity as there are two listed buildings and the site it borders the open 
River Usk valley floor, open to view to the National Park and public footpaths and the 
A465[T], across the valley. Within the site as well there are features of value including the 
tree cover and pond.

Housing capacity High/medium

The site has capacity for housing as it is already used as a hospital with large buildings 
provided the listed buildings are retained and enhanced, the significant bulk of the tree cover 
contributing to the green appearance of the site especially to the south and west is retained 
in public space and the heights of any new buildings do not exceed the current building height 
and massing. The chimney should be removed and not replaced with any similar feature. The 
site should be designed to ensure that its gateway role into the settlement from the west is 
carefully designed with a strong green planting framework.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A09

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Lies within Abergavenny so no LLCA assessment undertaken for 
urban area.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL015 MNMTHGL070Number

Moderate LowValue

Site CS/0108 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

National Park lies at south western corner of the site and covers the valley to the west

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

two listed structures on the site- Old Nevill Hall Conference 
Centre and Old Nevill Hall Lodge

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park Yes AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building Yes

SAC NNR SINC

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH077 MNMTHLH121Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS045 MNMTHVS072Number

High ModerateValue

Medium/averageSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL032Number

HighValue

Combined Character Area
CAA63Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS Yes

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H28 H31Number

5% high 95% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Valley floor and lower valley slopes with drumlin on southern edge.
Part of medium scale irregular pastoral field recently divided up with 
tree belt on southern edge with low hedge to A40[T] to the north.
Riparian tree cover reduces longer views but site visible to users of 
A40[T] which also reduces the tranquillity of the site.
Traditional farm complex cluster, recently converted to housing, to 
west at Red Barn including a listed building. 
Intervisibility with valley sides to south at a distance.
Settlement edge provides a minor detractor including hospital chimney.
Southern edge in National Park and northern edge in flood plain.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The field is sensitive because it is generally unspoilt with a rural character, has a distinctive 
drumlin to the south and acts as separation between the traditional farm complex at Red Barn 
with its listed buildnig and the built up part of Abergavenny  ie the hospital.  A public 
footpath runs adjacent with sensitive receptors. There apears to be hope value for 
development which is intended to be realised with the planting of a tree belt to the south but 
this cannot disguise the link with the drumlin as it emphasises its lower slope as it crosses it. 
The field is also sensitive as it borders and is partly in the National Park and intervisible with 
the designated valley sides. Part of the area is also in the  floodplain.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity for housing development as this would erode the separation 
between listed and rural Red Barn and the settlement edge and would compromise the 
National Park and floodplain. This area also has intrinsic value in terms its rural landscape 
character.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A09

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

On the edge of Area A9 adjacent to settlement with most of the 
site outside the National Park but some in floodplain.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL015Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH077 MNMTHLH121Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS045Number

HighValue

Site CS/0138 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

southern edge is within National Park

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Listed building at Red Barn

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park Yes AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL032 MNMTHCL040Number

HighValue

Combined Character Area
CAA36Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H28Number

100% highValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Part of a steeply sloping hillside rising up from Abergavenny to the 
Sugar Loaf complex of hills.
The site is in two parts- an overgrown pasture with outgrown hedgerows 
to the east and part of The Hill centre's grounds or setting to the west.
The area as mature tree cover to the boundary with Deri Road and the 
National Park as well as strong tree cover on some other boundaries and 
around The Hill.
The settlement edge is relatively new to the south.
The area forms part of the lower hillside setting to the town and to the 
lower slopes of the Sugar Loaf complex, the tree cover being visible 
from the National Park and from the south, such as from the A465[T].
The Hill education centre and grounds are in the Conservation Area and 
provide a generally positive edge to the settlement.
The area abuts the National Park to the west.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is sensitive due to the visibility of the strong tree cover on the steep hillsides to the 
north west of the town, its proximity to the National Park and, lying just north of the Hill 
centre, providing a positive setting to centre. This part of the area is also in a Conservation 
Area.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing due to its prominence above the town, the height of 
housing up the hill to the north east, above existing housing levels, and because of the setting 
of the Hill Centre and its Conservation Area status. The area as a whole acts as a green buffer 
between the settlement and the National Park.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A06

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Low

A07

High

Low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL015Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH077 MNMTHLH098Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS051 MNMTHVS072Number

Moderate ModerateValue

Site CS/0177 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

National Park on northern boundary

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

western part in Conservation Area

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Medium/average Medium/averageSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL032 MNMTHCL033Number

HighValue

Combined Character Area
CAA63 CCA55Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H33 H31Number

40% high 60% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Part of a steeply sloping hillside rising up from Abergavenny to the 
Sugar Loaf complex of hills.
A pasture with low-cut hedgerows bounded by a lane to the west and 
housing to the south and east.
An electrical sub-station lies to the north.
The settlement edge is relatively new and slightly prominent to the 
south.
The site forms part of the hillside setting to the town to the north west 
and is visible from the National Park to the east such as from Ysgyryd 
Fawr and from the west.
The area is close to the National Park to the west.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is sensitive due to its high visibility on the steep hillsides to the north west of the 
town, its proximity to the National Park and its open unspoilt character.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing due to its exposed and sensitive location close to the 
National Park.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A06

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

One field on the slopes.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL070 MNMTHGL015Number

Low ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH077 MNMTHLH098Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS051Number

ModerateValue

Medium/averageSensitivity

Historical landscapes
H33 H31Number

98% high 2% moderateValue

Site CS/0227 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

National Park close by to the west

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL033Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA55Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Forms part of the lower slopes of the Blorenge falling from the 
Monmouthshire and Brecon Canal towards the A465[T].
Irregular fields of pasture in poor condition bounded by a mix of 
boundaries, mainly outgrown hedges.
Strong tree cover along dismantled railway adjacent [now 
footpath/cycleway] and along field boundaries.
Abuts plant nursery to the west and is overlooked at close range by the 
A465[T]. 
The A465[T] and power lines are detractors and reduce tranquillity.
The area lies on the edge of the National Park to the west and the 
Blaenavon World Heritage Site to the south.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The site has medium sensitivity as it forms part of the Blorenge slopes, borders the World 
Heritage Site and National Park, the irregular pastures and hedgerows do have some intrinsic 
value albeit in poor condition in parts and the area is very open to view from the A465[T]. 
Sensitivity is reduced to an extent by the proximity of the road and nursery, and powerlines 
crossing it.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing as it is prominent to the A465[T],  its role as part of the 
lower slopes of the Blorenge and potential for beneficial agricultural or horticultural use.

LLCA Context

LLCA number A12

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Forms part of Area A12 which does not lie within the National 
Park and World Heritage Site on the lower slopes to the River 
Usk.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL044Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH122 MNMTHLH123Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS045Number

HighValue

HighSensitivity

Site CS/0267 Settlement: Abergavenny
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

National Park brushes the western corner of the site.

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

World Heritage Site lies across the B road to the south west and 
a listed building lies on the south eastern corner.

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park Yes AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL047Number

HighValue

Combined Character Area
CAA36Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route Yes

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H28Number

100% highValue
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